
JPE LRP-07 .308

High-tech, hard-hitting 
rifle deals death at 
300 yards under the 
cover of darkness!

By Frank W. James

         CROP-SAVER STRATEGIES

he AR-15 is especially well suited for 
controlling feral hogs, but sometimes 
conditions demand heavier calibers 
and projectiles—bullets heav     ier than 
6.8 mm SPC or faster than the .300 
Whisper. For these situations there is 
the AR-10 option.

Superb accuracy remains paramount for night-
time pest control and for that reason I selected the JP 
Enterprises LRP-07 in .308 Winchester. It is a long-
range, hard-hitting, pig-killing rifle. JP Enterprises 
is well known among competition shooters because 
of their advanced designs and the fact that many of 
the best competition shooters in this country rely on 
their products.  My days of run-n-gun competition 
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The JPE LRP-07 is a 
state-of-the-art semi-auto 
rifle that delivers better 

accuracy than that found 
with a bolt-gun design 

while offering the ability to 
reload quickly and easily.
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  CROP-SAVER STRATEGIES
shooting are long past. However, I know 
what’s needed in certain situations, like 
trying to control feral hogs in freshly planted 
crop ground. Additionally, the LRP-07 
offered physical and technical advantages 
not found with many other comparable 
semi-auto rifles.

On night PatrOl
The first requirement for these night-

hunting forays is an absolutely accurate 
rifle. The rifle must deliver 1/2-minute-of-
angle accuracy all the way out to 400 yards. 
This really is not all that difficult for bolt 
actions. It is the other requirements that 
make it extremely hard for the average, or 
even the above average, bolt-action rifle to 
make the grade. You almost have to have 
a semi-automatic because of the need for 
fast follow-up shots. It doesn’t matter if you 

are engaging a sounder (herd) filled with 
multiple large animals or shooting one at 
extreme distance in total darkness. If the 
first shot doesn’t anchor the hog and drive 
it down, you still need the ability to follow 
up that first shot.

The third requirement is the abil-
ity to reload quickly and easily—in the 
dark. Sometimes, due to the terrain and 
the physical circumstances, the feral hog 
hunter is required to engage these animals 
in complete darkness at what would nor-
mally be considered long shots in broad 
daylight. The result is you may have to take 
a number of additional shots as the herd 
scatters and runs away or toward you. In 
the process you use a lot of ammunition 
rather rapidly. To stay in the game you 
need the ability to complete a reload safely 
and securely in complete darkness and do 
it quickly. I suppose there are those who 

can do this efficiently 
with the average bolt gun, 
but it is so much easier 
and comes with a far 
lower “Murphy” factor if 
you’re doing it with a rifle 
equipped with a detach-
able-box magazine.

hOggin’ terrain
All this came to a head 

during the early spring of 
2009 when I was work-
ing a large ranch/farm in 
northeast Texas, adjacent to the Sulphur 
River. The fields were still barren because 
the farm was just starting to plant drought-
resistant “dent” corn. There was an empha-
sis on eliminating as many feral hogs as 
possible because they were capable of so 
much damage once the fields were planted.

Feral hogs like to dig out 
the seed and eat it about 
five days after planting. One 
farm I was on had already 
lost 600 acres and would 
wind up losing close to 
1,500 acres that spring. On 
average it cost the operator 
$116 per acre for each acre 
lost to these pests!

The irrigation process 
was accomplished through 
a system of ridges and gut-
ters spaced across the fields 

which average a half-mile wide. One end 
of the field was just slightly higher than 
the other and there was a series of two-row 
ridges spaced between gutters which carry 
the much needed irrigation water from one 
end of the field to the other. The unused 
water was collected at the low end of the 

field and then channeled to the next lower 
field to repeat the process.

The result of all this was the absolute 
demand that we, as pest-control hunt-
ers, not damage the integrity of the ridges 
or gutters during our hog hunting forays. 
We had to stay out of the fields and it was 
imperative we not drive a vehicle, of any 
kind, across these ridges or gutters. The dif-
ficulty came when we discovered the hogs 
rooting in the fields since they were always 
a good distance away from our perimeter 
position, never closer than 250 yards. Each 

field had an access road on at least one side 
and some had access roads on two sides, 
but the basic dilemma was the hogs were 
always some distance away from these 
lanes and well away from casual observa-
tion with ordinary vehicle mounted spot-

lights in the dead dark of night. Secondly, 
they had learned what the sudden appear-
ance of a beam of light from a powerful 
spotlight meant. It was immediately fol-
lowed by at least one high-powered rifle 
shot, if not several high powered rifle shots 
and they spooked and dispersed immedi-
ately upon the light hitting their eyes.

night VisiOn sOlutiOn
I had some technology that might over-

come some of these physical difficulties, 
specifically a pair of thermal imagining gog-
gles from Night Optics USA, Inc. for scout-
ing and their latest long-range night vision 
sighting device, the D-760. The D-760 was 
mounted on the LRP-07 and the combina-
tion enabled me to easily engage animals 
in total darkness out to 400 yards without 
them even being aware of our presence.

The D-760 mounts via a Picatinny rail 
and offers the operator the choice of two 
different colored reticles; one red and the 
other light green. Each reticle features a 
graduated scale in all four directions and 
is extremely clear with very little visual 
“noise” in terms of its light-amplification 
capability. The price makes it attractive to 
independent operators like me.

“Feral hogs like to dig  
out the seed and eat it about 

five days after planting.  
One farm i was on had  

already lost 600 acres and 
would wind up losing close  
to 1,500 acres that spring.”

“the first requirement 
for these night- 

hunting forays is an 
absolutely accurate 
rifle. the rifle must 

deliver ½-minute-of-
angle accuracy all  

the way out to  
400 yards.”

This is the largest boar hog the author has 
shot in his feral hog depredation forays. 
This one was taken at approximately 300 
yards with the JP Enterprises LRP-07 and 
Remington’s 165-grain Nosler hunting 
ammo in totally dark, no-moon conditions.

The author found the integral compensator on the JPE barrel to 
offer increased recoil control in rapid-fire situations as well as a 
reduced muzzle signature in dark-of-night operations.

The JP/VTAC modular handguard is positioned off-center. This 
allows use of a 2-inch diameter guard as opposed to the normal 
2.25-inch job. The gain from this reduction is dramatic.

The most distinctive feature of the LRP-07 is its FAL-style cocking handle with its fold-
down lever, which offers a decided advantage over other systems when shooting prone.
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lrP-07 Details
The JP Enterprises LRP-07 is a highly 

modified AR-10 with features not seen on 
the original rifle and a level of accuracy 
that challenges many of the better made 
bolt guns. JP Enterprises does not call this 
rifle an AR-10 type, but rather refers to it as 
a long-frame action. The distinctive feature 
besides the care in its assembly and barrel 
quality was taken from the successful 
FN-FAL. The bolt-group cocking handle is 
a fold-down lever that runs in a track on 
the upper receiver’s left side.

There are a number of advantages to 
this location, especially if the firearm 
is chambered for the somewhat 
long (by comparison) and 
powerful .308 Winchester 
cartridge. The first is a simple mechanical 
advantage—leverage. It doesn’t matter if the 
gun is positioned at the shoulder, a difficult 
physical maneuver for many of us, or at the 
waist. It is far easier to operate the LRP-07’s 
cocking handle than the T-shaped cock-
ing handle found on competitive designs. 
From the prone position, there is simply no 
comparison since you can operate it with-
out getting off the gun.

The barrel is a JP Super-Match stain-
less steel barrel that has been cryogeni-
cally treated and air gauged to guarantee 
the maximum in accuracy. It’s always been 
my opinion the rifle’s barrel is its “heart” 
and the first place you start when building 
accuracy in a rifle.

The gas system is described by JP’s fac-
tory literature as a mid-length and as such it 

results in softer perceived felt recoil versus 
that seen with rifles built with similar 
receivers and in identical calibers. It is also 
fast and that is one of the reasons I wanted 
it for this task because it makes you think 
you are working with a light rifle shooting 
heavy bullets in a smaller caliber.

Although the barrel is in the same place 
as it would be on any AR-10 rifle, everything 
looks a little strange when you examine it 
closely. The reason is the JP/VTAC modu-

lar hand-guard is intentionally positioned 
off-center. JP Enterprises was able to employ 
the same 2-inch diameter hand-guard they 
use on their AR-15 small-frame rifles. This 
is achieved through use of an acentric barrel 
nut assembly. Normally, the hand-guard on a 
rifle of this size is at least 2.25 inches in diam-
eter and the result adds both bulk and weight 
to the forward portion of the rifle. The rifle 
has a balance that is closer to smaller and less 
powerful rifles. The barrel sits lower inside 
this hand-guard and is off-center to allow for 
the gas system in this smaller tube.

The rifle’s buttstock is a modified ACE 
ARFX unit. An AccuShot mono-pod has 
been added to the bottom bar of the tubu-
lar strut and is an optional, extra-cost fea-
ture. It proved to be a valued addition to 
the whole ensemble either when working 
from the prone position during sight-ins 
or when I was using the rollbar of the Jeep 

Wrangler as a rest during night engage-
ments. It enabled me to maintain a steady 
and secure cheek-weld even if my position 
standing atop the seat in the rear of the 
open Jeep was not the most secure.

The LRP-07 without sights weighs just 
under 10 pounds and that means it is not a 
heavy rifle to sling up in an across-the-body 
tactical sling. Due to the size and the added 
weight of the D-760 night scope the entire 
balance of the gun is somewhat off and not 
as easy to manage as a conventional rifle 
in a vehicle. Think of a rifle with a metal, 
football-size object mounted on top and 
you will understand the balance issue. The 
solution was found in a Blue Force Gear 
Vickers Combat Applications Sling, which 
made it far easier to manage the gun and 
scope combo while at the same time using 
both hands to hold onto the moving jeep 
and simultaneously scan the darkness with 
the thermal-imagining goggles.

lights Out accuracy
One of the prime requirements for hunt-

ing feral hogs at night is silence, the lack 
of unwanted noise. You can’t use a vehicle 
with loud mufflers or one that rattles. As 
such we found our vehicle of choice was 
suitable, but still we had to be careful in our 
patrols after dark to make sure we made no 
more noise than absolutely necessary. We 
operated with agreed upon signals based 
on simple body contact.

Sulphur Bluff Ranch has a road that tra-
verses, more or less, the center of the prop-
erty. Our practice was to slowly drive this 
road, all the while scanning with the ther-
mal-imagining goggles from one side to the 
other as we passed one field after another. 
The pigs had been working the freshly 

planted fields and not the cattle pastures. 
The cow herds on the ranch were a concern 
because I did not want to have to purchase 
an inadvertently ventilated beef steer. The 
beef cattle were primarily at one end of the 
ranch, but still we always had to be sure we 
didn’t confuse a loose, wayward steer for a 
giant feral pig.

This system worked quite well, but one 
case stands out as an example of both how 
wary the pigs had become and how far they 
tried to stay away from the road. There 
were just two of us in the early morning 
hours and we had established a patrol rou-
tine of slowly going up and down the length 
of the ranch as we first found the groups of 
feral hogs and then engaged them. We had 
some success earlier on, but for a couple 
of hours had seen nothing. I was thinking 

all the gunfire from the .308 LRP-07 had 
scared them back to the river bottom, when 
I noticed a very large animal off to my right 
at a good distance in my thermal-imagin-
ing scouting goggles.

I squeezed the driver’s shoulder to give 
him the stop signal. Thermal imagining 
works off heat of any living object. In the 
goggles this heat is seen as a white object 
against a background of various grays and 
shades of black. Everything on the terrain 
registers a different heat signature, but live 
mammals are far hotter. I was sure it was a 
hog, but if it was, he was a big one.

I handed the goggles to the driver and 
brought the LRP-07 up and turned the 
D-760 night scope on. I selected the green 
reticle as the red one seemed to over-power 
the image. I kept my finger off the trigger, 
but my thumb was on the safety so I could 

make a quick shot. The image in the 

scope revealed it was in 
fact a hog, a monster hog! 

We were perfectly quiet and 
the wind, although light, was 

blowing from my left to my 
right so there was little chance 

he would smell us. Later in estab-
lishing the distances during the day-

light hours, I think I first picked him up 
at a distance of at least a quarter of a mile 
away. He kept coming for some time until 
he was somewhere around 275 yards from 
where we were parked.

The hog stopped and as 
I watching him through the 
night scope sight, he looked 
straight at us. It was totally 
dark and there was no 
moon, not even a finger-
nail moon. Yet he sensed 
we were sitting there wait-
ing for him. He turned 
around and started slowly 
walking straight away from 
us. He was in no hurry, but 
had already decided to go 
someplace else.

I was really tracking 
him now through the night 

vision scope sight and didn’t want him to 
get away. Then he turned to the left and I 
slipped the safety and put my finger on the 
trigger. I centered the mil-dot cross-hair 
in the middle of the big part of his body, 
just behind the front legs and then raised 
it slightly to compensate for the distance. I 
completed the trigger-squeeze. The night 
scope sight did not “bloom” at the report 
because my D-760 had been equipped with 
the optional auto-gain feature to prevent 
such things. At the quick recoil’s comple-
tion, I could see he was down. He struggled 
to get back up. I gave him two more quick 
rounds and he quit moving.

Now, we had to figure out how to get to 
him and see how big he really was in this 
darkness. The ranch employee asked, “You 
sure you just shot a hog?”

“Yeah, why?” I asked.
“I don’t know, that damn thing is big 

enough to be a heifer,” he said, starting the 
jeep and handed me back the goggles.

I sure hoped that he was wrong and I 
was right.

I was right—it was a hog, not a big calf. 
He was an old boar who the employee felt 
would have gone an honest 250 to 300 
pounds. The distance? We checked it the 
next day and the hog was a solid 300 yards 
from where we were parked. The first round 
had hit him in the heart/lung area and one 
of the other two subsequent rounds broke 
a shoulder while the remaining round 
looked high enough to have hit the spine. 
The ammunition I used was Remington’s 
165-grain Nosler Partition bullet. It was 
superbly accurate and predictable.

I knew because of the inherent accuracy 
of the JP Enterprises LRP-07, the Rem-
ington ammo—Hornady 168-grain TAP 
works just as well—and the image qual-
ity of the D-760 I could make a shot like 
that. The gun routinely shot 1/2-minute-of-

angle groups on the square 
range, but to me this was far 
more important. The gun 
performed just like it was 
supposed to when it really 
counted, in the field.

The irony is the hog 
wasn’t walking in a freshly 
planted corn field, but one 
that was about to be planted. 
It was still barren ground. 
He thought he had out-
smarted everyone by stay-
ing away from the groups 
working the freshly planted 
fields, but he met his death 
on barren ground.

Specif icationS

JPE LRP-07 .308    
ReceiveR:  Machined from billet upper/lower receiver set with left  
  side charging system on upper receiver

BaRRel:  JP Supermatch air-gauged, button-rifled, 
  cryogenically treated barrel

BaRRel finish:  Polished stainless

BaRRel lengths:  16", 18", 22" (Many options available)

Muzzle tReatMent:  JP tactical series compensator

Buttstock/gRip:  A2 or ACE ARFX style with Hogue pistol grip

hand guaRd:  JP/VTAC modular hand guard system

gas systeM:  JP adjustable

opeRating systeM:  JP Low Mass Operating System

Bolt: JP .308 Win. enhanced bolt assembly

tRiggeR:  JP Fire Control Package (4.5 lbs.)

standaRd finish:  Matte black hard coat anodizing on aluminum components

MsRp:  $3,299

F O R  M O R E  I N F O
sulphuR Bluff Ranch

903-945-2222 

Jp enteRpRises, inc.
www.jprifles.com

Blue foRce geaR, inc.
www.blueforcegear.com

night optics usa, inc.
www.nightoptics.com

itt night vision
www.nightvision.com

taM-14 c/o nivisys
www.nivisys.com

hoRnady Mfg.
www.hornady.com

“at the quick recoil’s  
completion, i could see he 
was down. he struggled to 
get back up. i gave him two 

more quick rounds and  
he quit moving.”

Feral hogs are an economic 
disaster for agriculture, 

destroying thousands 
of acres of crops from 
Georgia to Texas and 
Oklahoma, but they 
are also a threat to 
all species of ground 
nesting game birds.  
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